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How has the current wave of anti-Asian hate affected you? How has it affected this local actor-food
blogger? What has she done about it? Find out on p.12
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Events

Free screenings of
“Amy Tan: Unintended Memoir”
Date & time: Saturday, May 1, 8 p.m. during CAAMFest 2021
		
Monday, May 3, 9 p.m., PBS (American Masters)

Author Amy Tan

This program is a fitting way to kick off
Asian Pacific American Heritage Month!
The renowned author of immensely
popular Asian American novels such as
“The Joy Luck Club,” “The Kitchen God’s

Wife” and “The Bonesetter’s Daughter,”
Amy Tan discussed a wide range of topics
in a documentary directed by her late friend
James Redford, son of Robert Redford.
Born to Chinese immigrant parents in
Oakland, Calif., Tan went through a rough
patch during her high school years when her
father and elder brother both died of brain
cancer within six months of each other.
Shortly after that, she learned about her
mother’s previous marriage and how her
mother left all that behind in Shanghai, including children from that marriage. She and
her mother visited China in 1987, when she
had a chance to meet her three half-sisters.
In “Unintended Memoir,” Tan discussed
her thoughts on the writing process, life
before and after “The Joy Luck Club,” be-

ing catapulted into fame and success and
the pressures that came along with it. The
candid and intimate interview provided a
glimpse into her life and work. ♦

Some of Tan’s books
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Greetings:
The month of May is traditionally a time
to celebrate, recognize and pay tribute to
the Asian Pacific American Heritage people
who have enriched our country’s history
and culture.
When you look at the histories of these
cultures in America, you learn that many of
them faced racism, colonialism, and horrific acts of violence t simply because of
their cultural identities. It’s important that
we remember and recognize this as well.
Unfortunately, the previous occupant of the
White House used the COVID-19 virus to
aggravate Asian relations within the United
States, which has caused additional tension
resulting in anti-Asian sentiment.
Asian Pacific American Heritage Month
began back in 1978 when a joint congressional resolution established Asian/Pacific
American Heritage Week. The first 10 days
of May were chosen to coincide with two
important milestones in Asian/Pacific
American history: the arrival in the United
States of the first Japanese immigrants (May
7, 1843) and contributions of Chinese workers to the building of the transcontinental
railroad, completed May 10, 1869.
In 1992, Congress expanded the observance to a monthlong celebration that is
now known as Asian American and Pacific
Islander Heritage Month. Per a 1997 U.S.
Office of Management and Budget directive,
the Asian or Pacific Islander racial category
was separated into two categories: one being
Asian and the other Native Hawaiian and
Other Pacific Islander.
Asian and Pacific Islander cultures are

tough to encapsulate in a brief message such
as this one, firstly because those two terms
include such a large and diverse pool of
people. The term “Asian American” alone
encompasses a broad array of cultural backgrounds as well, including Bangladeshi,
Burmese, Cambodian, Chinese, Filipino,
Hmong, Indian, Indonesian, Japanese, Korean, Laotian, Nepalese, Pakistani, Sri
Lankan, Taiwanese, Thai and Vietnamese.
When you add Pacific Islander Americans to that list, then you also add many
more regions with rich histories and cultures, including Hawaiian, Melanesian,
Micronesian and Polynesian.
This May, during Asian American and
Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander Heritage Month, we recognize the history and
achievements of Asian Americans, Native
Hawaiians, and Pacific Islanders (AANHPIs) across our nation.
While many AANHPI communities will
be celebrating in more traditional ways,
many in the Chinese community will be
hosting or writing about anti-Asian racial
topics, a few of which are in this May
issue of China Insight. Also included are
articles about Chinese American Veterans
of World II.
As usual, China Insight would like to
extend an invitation to anyone who wishes
to contribute articles for our consideration. It
can be on any topic that has a China connection, whether it be history, culture, business,
travel, arts, food or whatever. We would
love to have you join us as a volunteer contributor, so please feel free to contact Elaine

Dunn or me with any ideas you may have.
The staff of China Insight would also
like to honor all mothers as they get a special
day on May 9, so don’t forget to recognize
your mother for all that she does.
Finally, Memorial Day is celebrated
on Monday, May 31. That is a day in the
U.S. when tribute is paid to the fallen men
and women who served in the U.S. armed
services. This is a day for all of us to pay
homage to the soldiers who died to protect
their nation and its people so that we can
enjoy the freedom we have.
As always, thank you for reading China
Insight and please don’t hesitate to contact
me if you have any suggestions as to how
we can continue to serve the community, or
wish to contribute an article for us to share
with our readers.
Sincerely,

Gregory J. Hugh
Publisher – CEO
China Insight, Inc.
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Cultural colonizers
Wholesome American family icons
McDonald’s and Disneyland are accused of
being “cultural colonizers” in a new Hong
Kong textbook -- “invaders” threatening
Chinese culture! Christmas, the textbook
also declares, should only be celebrated by
religious people, not non-believers, as it
“clashes” with Chinese culture.
A cartoonish illustration in the book
shows Mickey Mouse- and Goofy-like characters in military garb. A Ronald McDonald
look-alike is holding a flag with a Golden
Arches-like “M” emblazoned on it. Fighter
planes are dropping hamburger bombs, and
a gun-toting “Snow White” at-the-ready to
fire – all meant to represent a U.S. cultural
invasion. Accompanying “teaching guides”
also noted multinational corporations enter
foreign markets and invade “local cultures.”
The textbook will be used for the first
time in fall for a compulsory secondarylevel (G. 10) “Citizenship and Social Development” course, which replaced the Liberal
Studies course that teaches critical thinking
through studying social issues.
A cultural studies professor at Lingnan
University described the book as “nationalistic and biased.” The standard-bearer of
Chinese-language Hong Kong newspapers,

Sing Tao Daily, reported the Education
Bureau reiterated the “textbook has not
undergone mandatory government-led vetting and is not part of any official book list.”
The book publisher said the book “might be
updated after consulting educators.”
Vice president of Hong Kong’s Professional Teachers’ Union said, “The new subject only focuses on national achievement,
which contradicts its aim of developing
students’ independent thinking.”
It appears there is growing public concern both over the overhauling of the Liberal
Studies curriculum and the textbook. ♦

banization policy brought up during the 14th
Five-Year Plan, which covers 2021-2025.
Primarily, this will allow migrants
from rural China an easier time applying
for household registration in cities going
forward.
Under the new policy, application will
be easier as renters will be on equal footing
as homeowners, those who have worked
and lived in cities for more than five years,
and students who study in cities’ vocational
schools will all benefit. However, this does
not apply to the biggest cities.
This move is designed to “facilitate population mobility and build a high-standard
market economy,” according to a statement
released by the central government. ♦

Church raided
A church in Shenzhen
(19 miles northwest of
Hong Kong) was raided
by mainland police, national security agents and
religious affairs officials on
April 25. Some churchgoers took videos and questioned the police for the
raid.
The raid is believed to be a retaliatory
move against a former church member who
spoke with U.S. State Department officials
days earlier.
Two pastors, a clergyman and seven
churchgoers were arrested during the Sunday morning raid and detained in a police
station in Shenzhen. All 10 have since been
released.

Urine recycled

After reading this, no one in his/her
right mind would want to consider joining
an astronaut program!
A major Chinese defense contractor,
the China Aerospace Science and Industry
Corp., is testing a device on board the country’s space station that is a urine treatment
and water recovery apparatus.
The designer of the apparatus said,

“Urine treatment and water recovery are
among the most important parts in a space
station's environmental control and life support system, being vital to astronauts. Longterm manned space missions rely heavily
on regenerative life support systems, and
resupplying water, oxygen and food poses
challenges. A reliable urine treatment and
water recovery apparatus will help extensively reduce resupply costs and allow for
longer-term missions."
How does it work? Urine is mixed with
chemical agents for initial disposal and then
pumped into a vacuum container where it
is boiled for evaporation. The condensed
water molecules will be collected from the
steam for further purification. The treatment will render recycled urine cleaner than
standard drinking water, so the apparatus
designer said. Still … the very thought has
a high “eeeeuw” factor! ♦

Secret watchlist

Urban residency eased

The National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC), China’s top economic planning agency, announced Beijing plans
on reducing barriers for Chinese migrant
workers to apply for permanent residency
(hukou, 戶口) status as part of its new ur-
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A former-church member who arrived in the
U.S. recently tweeted that
Chinese officials “did not
present any legal document for their raid.” This
parishioner’s family had
been under surveillance by
Chinese police and national
security agents since 2019.
She had been accused of “subverting state
power” and interrogated for more than 20
hours by Chinese secret police. She and
her daughter escaped China with the help
of the U.S. State Department, the U.S. Embassy in China and the U.S.-based Christian
nonprofit China Aid. Her husband is still
detained in China under the same crime:
subverting state power. ♦

If you went through Shanghai’s main airport, Pudong International, there’s a chance
you’re on a Chinese government watchlist.
People on this list includes celebrities,
business executives, government officials,
academics and researchers, and their personal data such as names, birth dates, passport
numbers, family members and who knows
what else! Security experts believe the data
collected provide a glimpse into Beijing’s
data collection targeting foreigners.
It is unclear how the approximately 800
Americans on the list were selected, but it
appears there are children as young as 9 also
on the list. Americans were not the only
targets. More than 100 British citizens and
161 Australian citizens, including a former
intelligence chief, are on the watchlist as
well. MI5 and Australian security officials
are investigating.

An Australian cybersecurity firm said
the records give “an unprecedented view on
how China is building its surveillance state
with technology and how it leverages data
as a means of control. It shows how China
blurs the boundaries between lalw and order,
counter terrorism and political crimes.” ♦

Wasting food punished
There seems to be a theme going here:
surveillance and no wasting of anything,
urine included!
Anyhow, how much mainland Chinese
eat will now be monitored in restaurants,
schools, markets and malls. Catering services and government banquets will also
come under scrutiny.
A newly passed law on preventing food
waste made restaurants punishable for up
to USD$1,540 fine if they mislead customers to over order and cause waste. There is
also a ban on making broadcast programs or
videos of binge eating. Violators will face
fines of USD$15,450!
Students eating at school canteens have
to upload a photo of their empty plates to an
online program. Not sure what punishment
they’ll get if they do not eat up!
The 32-article law approved by the
Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress, China’s top legislature, went
into effect end-April. The harsh punish-

ments are aimed at “curbing a problem that
is a common subject of public complaints.”
President Xi Jinping had often emphasized
the need to stop food waste since 2012.
An official from the Stnading Committee gave the law this spin, “safeguarding the
country's food security, promoting its traditional virtue of thrift and keeping sustainable
development.” Thrift and prevention of
food waste have been part of China’s core
traditional values, so the government claims.
“Man v. Food” will never see the light
of day in mainland China! ♦

Dodging digital surveillance
More than 10,000 people were arrested
in connection to Hong Kong’s 2019 prodemocracy demonstrations. Most arrests
were made with the aid of the city’s vast
network of CCTV cameras in public places.
A U.S. documentary, “Coded Bias,”
that premiered at the Sundance Film Festival in February 2020 gave a shout-out to

Hong Kong pro-democracy demonstrators
who engaged creative ways to counter the
authorities’ facial recognition tools during
those 2019 protests.
The film is about how digital surveillance crosses ethical lines. It included news
clippings of the demonstrators beaming
blue and green lasers at the Hong Kong

police who were equipped with body cams
– a tactic to confuse CCTV cameras. The
demonstrators also spray-painted security
cameras installed on buildings.
The documentary exposed the fact that
current facial recognition tools fail to accurately “see” dark-skinned faces, and how
algorithms perpetuate the race and gender

biases.
“When you see how facial recognition
is being deployed in different parts of the
world, it shows you potential futures,” said
the founder of Algorithmic Justice League,
a digital advocacy organization whose mission is to “illuminate the social implications
and harms of artificial intelligence.”.♦
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China Center presents free
webinar titled “HIV in China”
Date: Thursday, May 13 (CST)
Time: Noon-1 p.m.
Registration: chinacenter.umn.edu/events
When Americans hear the phrase "HIV
in China," it commonly triggers questions
about political cover ups and opaque data
systems. Is this perspective on China accurate?
In this talk, Professor Kumi Smith of the
University of Minnesota School of Public
Health will recount her experiences and lessons learned over 15 years of working as an
infectious disease epidemiologist in China.
Smith will discuss the modern history of
China's public health system, the Henana

blood-selling scandals of the 1990s, and
the role of HIV stigma and homophobia in
perpetuating HIV transmission today.
Smith is an epidemiologist focusing on
HIV and STI prevention in global settings.
Her interest areas include infectious disease
dynamics, social determinants of health, and
health equity, and in addition to China, she
has worked on projects in Vietnam, Malawi,
India, and several U.S. settings.
This webinar is part of the Considering
China webinar series.

June 14-25: High School
Journalism Program (apply
by May 17)
This is another popular online program
from Poynter Institute for Media Studies.
Attendees will build their portfolio with a
personal essay, audio package, and videobased fact check. Other topics will cover
journalism ethics, storytelling, and understanding misinformation.
The program aims to "give young people
the chance to learn about writing and develop a passion for the values and craft of
journalism."

The High School Journalism Program
is one of the longest-running programs at
Poynter. Founded along with the Institute
in 1975, its goal is to give young people the
chance to learn about writing and develop a
passion for the values and craft of journalism. Instructors are from globally renowned
Poynter faculty and award-winning media
professionals delivered in a high-production
online learning environment.
Cost: $395.00

Wanted:

ONLINE

English Language Teachers
Would you like to help Chinese students in
grades 6-12 polish their spoken and written
English skills (and, occasionally, history and
literature)? We are hiring native English-speaking
teachers to teach ESL (different levels) or high
school U.S. history or literature.
Teach from our Twin Cities cloud-classroom setup
or your home office. Teaching will usually take
place in the evenings (6-10 p.m.), early mornings
(6-8 a.m.), or weekends. Number of hours are
flexible. Rates are from $15 to $40 per hour
based on the course requirements and the
teacher’s experience.
Teaching experience is required. Teaching license is preferred, but not necessary.
If interested, please contact Richard at 612-987-6540 or rhe@chinainsight.info.

球 知 教 育 集 团
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Learning experience
Source: Ching Daily | Feb. 10, 2021
Striving for quality education for chil- postgraduate in pharmacy at Shanghai Jiao
dren in remote, impoverished areas has been Tong University, who grew up in the once
central to the poverty alleviation campaign poverty-stricken Eryuan county, in Dali,
in China, and a major part of the effort is Yunnan province, where 65 postgraduates
made by student volunteers from universi- from the same university have assisted in
ties in the country.
teaching children there since 2012.
At Fudan University in Shanghai, 247
Thanks to the care from the volunteers in
graduate students have volunteered to her life and study, Yang was admitted to the
impart knowledge to children in Xihaigu university when she became first ranked in
region, Northwest China's Ningxia Hui Eryuan during the college entrance examiautonomous region, for the past 22 years.
nation six years ago.
The region with a population of 2.2 milMotivated by gratitude, Yang has been
lion was declared by Food and Agriculture an enthusiast of volunteer activities, like
Organization of the United Nations as one teaching children of migrant workers in the
of the world's most uninhabitable places city, to give back to the community.
in 1972, due to its dry climate and harsh
She volunteered to teach biology in Lunatural environment. All six counties in the zhai county, Guangxi Zhuang autonomous
region were lifted from absolute poverty in region, in 2019, sharing the latest scientific
November.
knowledge with children in class and donat"We expected to make changes for the ing daily supplies like medicated soaps and
future lives of kids in the poverty-stricken herbal foot soak ingredients. She says she
area by using our knowledge in various hoped to motivate children that came from
fields," Pan Xichun, who was among the first a similar background as her.
batch of Fudan students dispatched to Xiji
The care and love from volunteers in
county back in 1999, tells Guangming Daily. Shanghai for children in less-developed
Volunteers adapt their teaching strate- areas continued even when the COVID-19
gies to student needs and help them develop pandemic caused widespread disruption to
efficient study habits.
education across the country last year.
"Local children had barely learned EngA volunteer team from East China Norlish, so we started with basic knowledge like mal University in Shanghai, for example,
the alphabet and pronunciation," recalls Li remotely assisted in COVID-19 prevention
Lianshuo, a Fudan volunteer who taught and control at Wuding No 1 Middle School
English to first grade students at Wangmin in Wuding county, Chuxiong Yi autonomous
Middle School in Xiji in 2017.
prefecture, Yunnan province, where 260
They instructed students to memorize graduates from the university have been
vocabulary, read articles and solve study deployed to improve local education since
problems patiently.
1999.
The effort paid off when local children
They also managed to explore more
gradually came to like the foreign language online teaching strategies for livestreamed
and became confident enough to speak it. classes, such as gameplay.
According to the university, the average
Wu Wenxuan from ECNU, who volgrade of English at the high school entrance unteered to teach chemistry at the school,
examination of senior students at the school recalls that her voice once became hoarse
was higher than the county's average last during an online class. When the class was
year.
over, she was moved by sweet comments
Home visits are critical as well, when from students through the livestreaming
volunteers can communicate with students' platform reminding her to drink more water
parents, and more importantly, help parents and to take a break.
understand the significance of children's
"I used to wonder how I would be
education and increasing parents' involve- capable of influencing local children by
ment in it, explains Yang Chenhaotong, who volunteering. But the doubts vanished when
was the leader of the volunteer team in 2019 I returned to the county I volunteered in
and a student from the school of economics years later and met the students I taught,"
at Fudan.
says Zhou Limin, one of the first batch of
According to Yang, parents are firmly volunteers from ECNU in 1999 and a prosupportive of compulsory education now, fessor at the school of geographical sciences
compared with years ago when many didn't at the university.
seem to care much about their children's
"They have since become teachers themeducation.
selves and still remember me. It was then
Student unions, a football club, and other I realized that volunteering is absolutely
groups have been established by volunteers worth it," he adds. ♦
to enrich students' life.
The university has also
donated more than 10
million yuan ($1.55 million) for the construction
of basic educational facilities and provision of
teaching materials over
the past 22 years.
"I will study hard
for an admission to
university and become
excellent just like my
volunteer teachers from
Shanghai," says Li Sumei, a student from
Sanhe Middle School
in Xiji.
Desk bearing signatures of all the volunteers from Fudan
This sentiment was University who taught at Wangmin Middle School in Xiji county,
echoed by Yang Yan, a Ningxia Hui autonomous region. CHINA DAILY
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Global Minnesota presents Asian Hall of Fame advances
free online discussion on Asian inclusion through
U.S.-China relations
events
Date: Monday, May 17
Time: 4-5:30 p.m.
Registration: globalminnesota.org
Contact: 612-625-1662, info@globalminnesota.org
As relations between the United States
and China grow more tense, avenues for
continued peace and understanding are critical. This Global Conversations series unites
two experts for dialogue and discussion on
this crucial relationship.
Speakers are Dr. Yawei Liu, senior
advisor for China at The Carter Center
and David Firestein, president and CEO
of the George H. W. Bush Foundation for
U.S.-China Relations. They will share their
insights, reflections, and hopes for a future
that includes the United States and Chin

coexisting peacefully.
The webinar will have ASL interpreters
and closed captioning.
It is presented in partnership with Presented in partnership with St. Cloud State
University, Friends of the Minneapolis
Central Library, Hennepin County Library
(Minneapolis Central, Plymouth and Washburn libraries), Landmark Center, Edina
Senior Center, Friends of the Edina Library,
Minneapolis Public Schools Community
Education. ♦

Asian Hall of Fame, the world’s leading organization of Asian recognition, announces its Founders Season to support hate
crime survivors and calls for direct solutions
to systemic racism. Fundraising supports
trauma survivors and their equitable access
to medical care and economic mobility.
To build awareness of survivors and
systemic racism, Asian Hall of Fame
partners with media, arts, and community
organizations to educate the public through
exhibits, podcasts, town halls and other
equity initiatives. Events are free or $100
VIP with special gifts and signed memorabilia. Advanced RSVP on the Asian Hall of
Fame website is encouraged due to virtual
audience size limits.
On May 9, 5 p.m., Robby Krieger of The
Doors and 13-language soprano Maki Mae
headline a charity concert for hate crime
survivors. The Tokyo Mother’s Day Concert
features Asian Hall of Fame’s charity album
Seasonal Songbook and sneak peaks of their
second studio album. The multicity tour in
Tokyo, Seattle and Los Angeles is made
possible by the Robert Chinn Foundation
Digital & Arts Equity Initiative.
PBS Washington’s Chris Anderson
moderates the Hate Crime Policy Forum
and Q&A on May 18, 11 a.m. Policy experts
and legislatures will delve into issues surrounding hate crime laws with the aim to
put forth recommendations that help deter
hate crimes.
Asian Hall of Fame inductee and retired Major General Antonio Mario Taguba
leads the Asian American Vets Roundtable
on May 22, 11 a.m., with leaders from the

Army, Navy, Air Force and Marines.
Programming details are below for the
June 3, 5 p.m., Kevin Kwan Happy Hour,
the July 17, 6 p.m., Seattle Summer Concert,
the August 21, 5 p.m., GRAYSE Charity
Fashion Show, and September 18, 6 p.m.,
Live from LA Concert.
Asian Hall of Fame advocates for the
diverse members of the global Asian and
AAPI community to correct the undervaluation of Asian contributions to the world.
Asian Hall of Fame has inducted martial arts
icon Bruce Lee, Olympic skating champion
Kristi Yamaguchi, and many other significant leaders.
Established in 2004 by the Robert Chinn
Foundation, Asian Hall of Fame is grounded
in Robert Chinn’s legacy of providing equitable access to economic mobility. The
Seattle financial pioneer founded United
Savings and Loan in 1960, the first Asianowned bank in the United States, to fight
economic racism against Asian families
denied mortgages and small business loans.
Event tickets and details available at
https://www.asianhalloffame.org/. ♦

Business & Economy

Taiwanese-American start-up advances to finals for
$100,000 prize

Anya Cheng, founder and CEO of Taelor

A start-up founded by a TaiwaneseAmerican Northwestern University faculty
member has advanced to the final round of
the University of Chicago’s competition for
entrepreneurs.
The Alumni New Venture Challenge
(ANVC) is a competition for University of
Chicago alumni to showcase their earlystage ventures. The winner of the competition will receive $100,000 to fund their

new business ventures. Previous winners
have included Grubhub, Braintree, and
more. The final winner will be announced
on May 7.
After winning the U.S. West Coast semifinals, Taelor will be competing against
start-ups from five other regions of the world
in the final competition on May 6, which
will be held from 8 a.m.-noon (CDT). You
can watch the competition live at

polsky.uchicago.edu/livestreams.
Taelor is a new way for men to rent
clothes. The Silicon Valley-based menswear
clothing rental subscription service employs
a combination of artificial intelligence and
personal stylists to select clothes for men
based on their sizes and personal preferences. The clothes are shipped directly to
customers, who can either wear them for
two weeks and return them or purchase the
clothes for up to 70% off the regular retail
price. Customers then receive another box
of clothes.
Founder and CEO Anya Cheng said
Taelor’s goal is “to provide individuals with
stylish, everyday menswear. We believe that
every day is an opportunity to look good and
feel confident ... and also help the environment, too, instead of purchasing clothes that
will eventually end up in a landfill.”
Cheng, who also teaches at Northwestern’s Medill School of Journalism and Integrated Marketing Communications, has a
strong background in both in the digital and
retail space. A graduate of Northwestern
University’s Integrated Marketing Communications program and the University
of Chicago’s Booth School of Business,
Cheng spent several years leading digital
innovation teams at Facebook, eBay, Target,
McDonald’s and Sears before launching
Taelor. She said she originally got the idea
to start a clothing rental subscription service

for men after becoming a huge fan of other
clothing rental subscription services herself.
She used to live near a Rent the Runway
store and visited it daily to pick out a new
outfit to wear the next day.
“I became such a fan of renting clothes
that I haven’t purchased any clothes for
myself except for underwear for the past five
years,” Cheng said. “But I realized that none
of the clothing rental services really served
menswear nor focuses on helping people
to achieve career or personal goals in their
everyday life, and I thought, men should be
able to enjoy this service too so they can feel
ready and confident for their day.”
Taelor customers can choose between
a flat, monthly fee, where the receive two
boxes per month, with four shirts per box.
The second option is for customers to pay a
one-time fee, where customers receive three
boxes in total, with four shirts per box. Both
options include complimentary personalized
styling, dry cleaning, and shipping both
ways — making the process of renting and
returning clothing easy and effortless.
The popularity of sustainability practices, minimalism, and no-ownership trends
have caused the clothing rental business
model to explode in recent years, with some
analysts projecting that the Circular Fashion
industry, which includes rental and resale,
could earn as much as $66 billion by 2024
in the U.S. alone. ♦
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Chinese Language Corner (漢語角)
Saying goodbye, continued
By Pat Welsh, contributor
In this lesson, we will look at short casual conversations using language commonly
used in speech, continuing with how to say good-bye.
Again, we’re using the two old friends, Chen (C) and Wang (W), from last month’s
column for the conversations. (The first line, in Italics, is pinyin; second line in parentheses
is the literal translation; third is what it means.)

Conversation One

W: È. Qiáo-qiáo shí-jian, wŏ kàn wŏ xiàn-zài dĕi zŏu le.
(Oh! See-see-the time, I – see – I – now - must – leave - new situation.)
Oh, look at the time, I think I should be going now.
C: Zhè-me kuài?
(This manner,- fast.
So soon? 		

Bù-duō kĕ-yi zuò yí-huìr ma?
Not more- can – sit - awhile – spoken question mark.)
Can’t you stay a little longer?

W: Dàn yuàn kĕ-yi. 		
(But – wish – allowed. 		
I wish I could.
		

Bù-guŏ shí-jiàn yĭ-jīng bù zăo le.
However – time- already – not – early – new situation.)
But it is already late.

Lăo-po zài jiā dĕng-zhe wŏ.
(Wife – at – home – waiting for – me.)
My wife is at home waiting for me.

Conversation Two

W: Lăo Chén, wŏ zhēn-de gāi zŏu le, fŏu-zé huì tài chí le.
(Old Chen, I really should – leave -new situation otherwise – very likely – too – late
– new situation.)
Old Chen, I really must be going, or else I will probably be quite late.
Míng-tiān dă ge diàn-hua gĕi wŏ, hăo ba?
(Tomorrow – hit – a – telephone – give – me, OK – suggestion sign.)
Why don’t you give me a phone call tomorrow, OK?
Wŏ hái yŏu ge wèn-tí yào wèn nĭ. 			
(I – still – have – a – question – want – ask – you.		
I will still have a question that I want to ask you. 		
C: Hăo-de.
(Fine.		
OK.		

Hăo bù-hăo?
good – not – good)
Is that OK?

Dào shí wŏmen zài tán le. 				
arrive – time -we - again - chat- new situation
We’ll speak again then. 				

Zài jiàn.
again see)
Good-bye

Vocabulary

2. The word ‘hùi has several meanings. Earlier we encountered hùi when it meant “able
to do do something because one has learned how to do something. Yet in the sentence
above “fŏu-zé huì tài chí le” (or else I will probably be quite late), hùi means “is likely
to do or be”.
Examples of the use of this word:
Tā bú-hùi shuō Yīngyü̆. Tā zhīdào rúhé xiūlĭ dēng.
(He – not – can – speak – English. She - knows – how – repair – lamp.)
He can’t speak English.
She knows how to fix the lamp.
Jīn-tiān hùi xià yü̆, kĕ-shi míng-tiān hùi qīng-lăng.
(Today – likely – fall – rain, but – tomorrow – likely – bright and clear.)
Today It will probably rain, but tomorrow is likely to be sunny.
3. The English word ‘again’ has two meanings in Chinese. For anticipated repetition in
the future, Chinese uses the word ‘zài.’ For repetition of an event in the past, Chinese
uses the word ‘yòu.’
Examples of the use of these words:
Qĭng nĭ zài shuō yíbiàn. Ta bù huì zài zhè-yàng zuò-le.
(Please – you – again – say – one time. He – not – likely - again – that – manner – do –
new situation)
Please say that again. He won’t ever be doing that again.
Ta yòu huí dào-le jia. Tā yòu gĕi tā dă diàn-huà)
(She – again – return – arrive – completed act – home. She – again – give – him – hit –
telephone)
She came back home again. She telephoned him again.
4. The suffix ‘le’ has several uses. In the grammar point above, ‘le’ is a verbal suffix that
indicates a completed action.
Example of the use of this suffix:
Tā qǜ-nián cóng gōngsī tùi-xiū le. 		
(He – last year – from -company - retire – completed action)		
He retired from the company last year.

Pronunciation Reminders
This system follows Chinese Pinyin with the exception that the letter “u” which has
two pronunciations. Sometimes it has the value of ü (“ee” as in see with rounded lips). At
those times we use the symbol “ü” instead of Pinyin “u.” In making this sound, it is most
important that the vowel more resembles an “ee” sound and definitely not sounding like
a “oo” sound as in “moon.”
a, an, ang
ai
ao
cong

The ‘a’ in these syllables sounds like the ‘a’ in “father.”
Sounds like the ‘igh’ in “high.”
Sounds like the “ow” in “cow.”
ts’oong (the ts is aspirated - a slight breath of air follows the ts sound.)
Here the “e” sounds much like the “a” in “above” or the “u” in “under.”
Sounds like the “ay” in “say” or “day.”
Sounds like the “un” in “fun” or the “ung” in “lung.”

Pinyin

English Translation

dă diàn-huà

to make a phone call

de, ke
ei
en, eng

fŏu-zé

otherwise, or else

ian

gāi

should, ought to

ge

Short for ‘yíge’, it has the meaning of ‘a’ in these sentences.

le
-nr

Sounds like “ee-ehn” or “yen” (Here “ehn” and “en” almost sounds like the
word “yen.”)
The ‘e’ sounds like the ‘u’ in “fun.”
This is a nasal ‘r’ sound; yì-diănr sounds almost like yeē-dyăir ̃ or yeè-dyăir.̃

gĕi

1.) to give 2) for, to

hái

still

ong
ou
qian

The “o” here sounds much like the “oo” in “ooze” or “spoon.”
Sounds like the “ou” in “dote”
Sounds “tchee-ehn” (ehn rhymes with “hen.”)

kuài

1.) fast 2.) soon

qiáo

look, see (This word has a more lively feel than ‘kàn’

kàn

1.) look 2.) read 3.) think (in the sense of evaluating a situation)

qi
qü
shi

Sounds like “chee” in “cheese.”
Sounds like “chee” in “cheese” but uttered with rounded lips.
Sounds almost like the “shir” in “shirt.” The tongue is retracted and lightly
curled.

wèn-tí

1.) question 2.) problem 3.) issue (for discussion)

si

zài

again (for anticipated or future events. See Note 3 below)

ü

zhè-me

this manner, so

Sounds somewhat like sz, the vowel is short, it is between “i” in “it” and “u”
in “mut.”
Sounds much like the “ee” in “see” but the vowel must be uttered with rounded
lips.

zŏu

to leave, to go away

Did you notice?

1. As you have seen before, Chinese has spoken punctuation marks. We have already
encountered ‘ma’ and ‘ne’ as spoken question marks. This time we have encountered
‘ba’ which has several uses. Here ‘ba’ has the flavor of “I suppose” or “That will be
OK with you, right?” In these instances, ‘ba’ is usually unstressed and spoken with
the neutral tone.
Examples of the use of this word:
Huài-le ba. Wŏ-men yì-qĭ zuò ba?
(bad – new situation – I suppose – we – together – do – OK with you?)
It’s spoiled, I guess. Let’s do it together, OK?

ui
x
you

Sounds almost like the English word “way.”
Sounds like a weak “sh”; xing sounds like “sheeng.”
Sounds somewhat like the “yo” in “yodel.”

z

Sounds like a “tz” without any aspiration. Pronouncing this as ‘dz’ betrays
American accent which will still be understood by the listener.
Unaspirated tz, the vowel i is short, it is between “i” in “it” and “u” in “mut.”

zi
zh
zhi

This is an unaspirated “ch” with the tongue retracted and lightly curled. For
example, “zhong” almost sounds like “droong.”
Sounds almost like “djir”. It almost rhymes with “fur.”
Continued on page 7
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Twin Cities leader in bringing
acupuncture to mainstream
healthcare settings
By Alyssa Klahsen, Northwestern Health Sciences University, contributor

Chinese medicine and acupuncture have
grown significantly in the United States,
creating new opportunities for practitioners
and patients alike.
In response to the opioid epidemic and a
general interest in more holistic care, many
Americans have turned to Chinese medicine,
the sophisticated medical system that has
been in practice for thousands of years.
Allopathic medicine, the cornerstone of
the U.S. healthcare system, aims to combat
disease using remedies including drugs and
surgery. Chinese medicine (and acupuncture, the therapy most recognized in the
U.S.) aims to restore harmony in the whole
person. More and more, providers are seeing
that these two practices are not opposing, but
can work together to significantly improve
patient care.
“Acupuncturists bring a completely
unique skill set to healthcare,” says Dr.
Jessica Frier, dean of the College of Acupuncture & Chinese Medicine (CACM) at
Northwestern Health Sciences University
(NWHSU). “And more than ever, we're
seeing a collaboration between mainstream
Western medicine and acupuncture to treat
patients. It's exciting to see the benefits
of acupuncture being recognized by more
people.”
According to Frier, the St. Paul-Minneapolis Metro Area is actually “leading
the charge” in bringing acupuncture into
conventional healthcare settings. Healthcare
organizations in the region, including Fairview and Allina Health, offer acupuncture
to treat a range of health conditions. AbbottNorthwestern Hospital in Minneapolis,
part of Allina Health, was the first facility
in the country to offer acupuncture in the
emergency room.
Beyond the Twin Cities, more than 60%
of National Cancer Institute-designated cancer centers include acupuncture to manage
the symptoms of patients.
This is a significant development, says
Frier, because it shows that mainstream
healthcare providers are doing more than
recommending acupuncture. “It indicates
acupuncture’s growing acceptance within
the traditional system of Western medicine.”
This integration of acupuncture into the
mainstream healthcare system is not only a
benefit to patients — research has shown
that acupuncture reduces pain, manages
chronic pain, and can offset side effects of
cancer treatments — but opens up opportunities for acupuncturists as well.
“The career options for acupuncturists
have changed dramatically in the last 10-15

years. Practitioners are
being integrated into
many different work
settings that weren’t an
option 20 years ago,”
said Frier.
In an integrative
healthcare system, patients don’t need to
choose between the
tools of Western and
Eastern medicine, they
can access complete
care incorporating multiple approaches.
A medical doctor
will focus on a patient's
conditions and how to manage them from
a biomedical perspective. “Sometimes that
approach is absolutely necessary,” says
Frier. But she also said the approach can
leave people feeling like they’ve lost control
over their healthcare. “An acupuncturist can
balance the situation by guiding a patient's
own ability to help heal and regulate the
body. That’s why I think having both perspectives are so valuable.”
With these growing opportunities, it’s
important that an acupuncture education
prepares students to integrate into the Western medicine system, even if they plan to
open their own practice. “If you're going
to be an acupuncturist, you need to also
understand the Western perspective on how
the body works,” said Frier.
“The reality is that your patients will
often be coming to you with mainstream
medical diagnoses. Here at NWHSU, we
train our students to integrate both perspectives into patient care because that's the
world we live in.”
Core courses in the theory and practice
of acupuncture at NWHSU are strongly
rooted in traditional Chinese medicine, and
nearly half of the full-time professors completed their doctorates in China. In addition
to those courses, students take expanded
courses like pathophysiology to understand
medical conditions from a Western perspective. They also gain clinical experience in a
wide range of healthcare settings.
NWHSU offers a Master of Acupuncture
and a Doctor of Chinese Medicine degree to
prepare students for a career in this growing field. The COVID-19 pandemic, and
specifically the long-term effects of the
virus, has pushed even more people to seek
relief through acupuncture, and has changed
the delivery of healthcare. At NWHSU,
instruction has shifted to a hybrid model,
with labs and clinicals happening in-person,
and lectures being delivered in innovative
ways online.
“Now is a great time to go to acupuncture
school,” said Frier. “Students are learning
in an environment that has been specifically
set up for the unique challenges presented
by COVID-19. They will be prepared to
walk into the field as practitioners with
additional skills that are specific to dealing
with a global pandemic, and anything else
that will come up, forcing them to be adaptable healthcare providers down the road.” ♦

Chinese Language Corner
Continued from page 6
Tones
Using numbers: 5 = your normal high 4 = mid-high 3 = your normal mid pitch
2 = mid low pitch 1 = your normal low pitch
Tone Description
ā
á
ă
à
a

High level pitch (55)
Mid-Rising Tone (35)
Dipping (213)
High falling pitch (51)
An unstressed neutral tone. Following
other syllables, syllables in this tone
tend to be somewhat lower that of the
previous syllable. The lone exception
is when it occurs after tone ă when the
neutral tone is often slightly higher
in pitch.

Notes
Regarding tone ă
• when occurring directly before
another dipping tone, tone ă changes
tone á. Thus “hĕn hăo” (very good)
changes to “hén hăo”
• occurring directly before any other
tone, Tone ă will change to a midfalling tone
Regarding tone à
When occurring before another à
tone, the first tone à reduces its fall
to 53 or 54 ♦

About Pat Welsh
In 2009 while teaching English at Sichuan University, Welsh was asked to give a speech
where he was introduced to the audience as a “pioneer of Chinese American relations” as a
result of his cooperative work in international banking during the Deng Xiaoping era. For
more than 65 years, Welsh has been learning Chinese and has used this knowledge both professionally and personally to enhance his understanding of Chinese and Asian affairs. He uses
Beijing Mandarin most frequently when meeting with senior Chinese government officials when
conducting business in China.
For 17 years, Welsh taught Chinese, German and Spanish in two local high schools. Now
fully retired, he currently resides in Georgia where he used to lecture on China to a number of
classes at Dunwoody High School.
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Minnesotan Congressional Gold Medal
recipient remembered
By Elaine Dunn

Tom Wong in uniform.

It came as a pleasant surprise to Donald Wong when a relative notified him of
the Congressional Gold Medal for WWII
Chinese American veterans. He submitted
the application for his deceased father Tom
Younom Wong online – a relatively painless
process, he said.
Donald and his family are thankful to
those who put in motion and pushed through
the process for getting the Congressional
Gold Medal awarded. “It seems long overdue,” Wong said. “It would have been much
better if it had happened while the majority
of the vets were still alive. Had Tom lived
to see it, he would certainly have been extremely grateful and proud.”
Sure, Donald knew his father served during World War II. But, like most veterans of
that war, his father did not talk much about
his war experience, at least not while he was
still living in Minneapolis.
Tom Wong was born in Guangdong
Province China, in 1916. He arrived in Seattle at age 19 aboard the steamer Empress of
China. He was “processed” in Seattle, which
entailed lengthy and detailed interviews by

U.S. Immigration officials to ascertain the
authenticity of his identity and his relationship to his father and other relatives. Tom’s
father, a U.S.-born Chinese American, was
living in St. Cloud, Minn., at the time, also
underwent equally grueling interrogation
sessions. After Tom was admitted to the
U.S. legally, he traveled to St. Cloud to join
his father.
On July 18, 1942, Tom was inducted
into the U.S. Army Air Force and did his
basic training in Sheppard Air Force Base,
Texas. He was deployed with the 28th Air
Depot Group to Burma where he served in
a support role, mostly cooking, his children
surmised. They thought their father was
probably struggling with English at the time,
which limited the duties for which he was
qualified. Tom was honorably discharged
on Jan. 28, 1946 at Camp McCoy, Wis.,
with the rank of Corporal. He received the
American Theater Service Medal, Asiatic
Pacific Theater Service Medal as well as
the Good Conduct Medal.
Tom married Helen Ma, 10 years his
junior, who was from a neighboring village
in Guangdong Province, in Hong Kong in
1947. Why Hong Kong? The American
Consulate General, Hong Kong, stated that
under the War Brides Act, Helen is entitled
to entry to the U.S. if accompanied by her
husband. Approximately three months after
their wedding, Helen was admitted to the
U.S. in San Francisco. Tom and his new
bride returned to St. Cloud.
The young family moved around the
state in the early 1950s - New Prague, St.
Paul, Faribault (where they owned and operated the OK Café). Donald thinks his parents
were looking for a small town to open a Chinese restaurant. Finally, in 1960, the family
(four kids by then) settled in Minneapolis
where Tom and Helen owned and operated the Sun Hing Café until 1967, at 4809
Nicollet Avenue S. In addition to owning
and operating the Sun Hing Café for several

Theirs was a typical Chinese American
immigrant story. They rose from humble
beginnings, overcame immigration hurdles,
worked long and hard to sustain a family, put
all four kids through college, and were solid
citizens throughout. Not to mention Tom’s
service to his country during WWII. A worthy member of “The Greatest Generation.”♦

Wong at the OK Café, Faribault.

years, at various times, Tom also worked at
Howard Wong's, the Nankin Cafe and the
Red Dragon Restaurant, while Helen also
worked as a seamstress at Munsingwear.
Helen became a naturalized citizen in 1965.
After retiring, Tom and Helen moved to
California to be with two of their children
and grandchildren, of course! Tom passed
away in 2004 and Helen passed away in
2008.

The writer’s source, Donald Wong,
spent more than 10 years as an architect before receiving recognition
in photography from the American
Institute of Architects. He then transitioned to a freelance architectural
photography career centered in Minnesota that included contributing to
Architecture Minnesota magazine and
seven international journals. After 25
years, he continues to pursue the light
in retirement.

The Wong clan in 1989: Tom and Helen in front row, left and middle. Their children and
children’s families are in the back row, from left, sons Donald, David, and Jeannie (in pink)
and Patricia (in white patterned top).

Events

Premiere screening of “We Served with Pride – the Road
to the Congressional Medal”
Date and time: Saturday, May 15, 4 p.m. CDT

The free screening will be followed by a panel discussion by Chinese American flag-rank
officers on leadership challenges, unique experiences they faced and their accomplishments
in positions of responsibilities. Panelists and panel topics are:
Panelist

Topic

Major General Bill Chen, U.S. Army, retired

Taking Charge

Major General Robert G. F. Lee, U.S. Army, retired

WWII Veterans Impacted My
Career
How WWII Affected My Life

Lt Arthur Shak, Navigator, B24 Heavy Bomber
“Guardian Angel”
Major General Darryll D.M. Wong, USAF retired

In the Footsteps of Our Veterans

Rear Admiral Jonathan Yuen, SC, U.S. Navy Retired

S e r v a n t ’s H e a r t / B e d s i d e
Manner/Socratic Mindset
Turning Challenges into
Opportunities

Major General Suzanne Vares-Lum, U.S. Army
Major General K.K. Chinn, U.S. Army Retired
The Chinese American Citizens Alliance presents “We Served with Pride: Road to the
Congressional Gold Medal,” a short film produced to highlight the accomplishments and
history of our Chinese American WWII veterans.

Relationships, Trust, Family

Moderator: Ed Gor, National Director, CAWWII Veterans Recognition Project
Guest Speaker: Broadcast journalist Pamela Young, KHON2
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How I fell in love with the China Garden
art form
By Romi Slowiak, Board member. Minnesota China Friendship Garden Society, contributor; April 2021
Sometimes you think you are not really
in control of your life, not sure where you
are going, and then you realize every step
has led to this moment.
My life seemed a patchwork of places
and experiences: my father’s Naval post
in Hawaii infusing me with Japanese art;
my mother’s study of painting; a class in
Chinese art history at college; a career in
Urban Planning that led me to St. Paul and
the founding of a nonprofit to bring arts to
its East Side. But now the puzzle pieces are
shifting into a coherent vision.
Our family’s four-year stint with 3M
in Malaysia ending in 1998 added a third
dimension to that puzzle, deepening my
love affair with Indian, Chinese, Indonesian
and Malay cultures. An early experience
there was watching a Chinese artist brush
paint with a mop on a wall-hung canvas: it
was kung fu calligraphy! I fell in love with
Chinese furniture, bringing home a “chicken
coop,” baby bath, four-seasons cabinet and
scholar’s desk. I wanted to be surrounded
with this aesthetic.
Upon returning to the Twin Cities, I
worked with Hmong dancers at art festivals,
gifted Hmong pandau art to friends, and
learned the Chinese dance/exercise MuLan
Chuan. When I attended a Phalen Park Plan
meeting indicating a “Future China Garden” in my neighborhood, I was fascinated
Learning that Minnesota Hmong had roots
in our Chinese sister-city Changsha, that our
Hmong senator championed this garden, I
was all-in: public art that educates, heals,
unites. This was a cause I felt destined for.
Next was learning about China gardens:
trips to Lan Su in Portland, Ore; the Chinese
Garden of Friendship in Wichita, Kan.; Liu
Fang Yuan at the Huntington in San Marino, Calif.; a Chinese garden in Kingston,
Jamaica; and the epicenter of the literati
gardens in Suzhou, China. We bought books,

attended seminars, and turned our own yard,
which started as a new driveway project (!)
into a Chinese-inspired garden.
By happenstance, our contractor had a
background in Japanese garden design and
proposed a stunningly different concept
for that improvement. We recognized his
talent, gave him books on Chinese garden
design, and let him loose on the whole
yard! He now returns every spring and fall
for bonsai-(penjing)-style trimming of our
willow and shrubs.
My husband, Bill Zajicek, laid a lot of
the garden paths and takes a keen interest
in plant selection and design. The “bones”
of the garden consist of a few existing oaks,
a beautiful leaning willow, several "rooms"
created by pagoda dogwoods, and a trained
serviceberry that graces the entry. Shrubs
include azalea, rhododendron, baptista/false
indigo, creeping juniper, Japanese white
pine, hemlocks, and yew, especially emerald
taxus picata -a Japanese spreading yew that
looks like wispy clouds in front of a mountain range. There are peonies, Siberian and
bearded iris, and one struggling bamboo.
We also have planted meadowrue whose tall
stalks mimic the effect of bamboo. However,
every spring its “babies” are everywhere!
Water plants include marsh marigolds, water
hyacinth, marsh forget-me-nots, rush, lilies
and lotus.
It was a collaborative effort between us
and the garden designer when it came to
defining the living spaces, seating (on stones
and in courtyards for meals, painting, poetry
and performances) and stone selection.
I came to realize that this landscape art
- bringing Taoist transcendence, Buddhist
harmony and Confucian order to rocks,
water, structures and plants - is a lens into
classical Chinese values such as strength,
spirit, family, beauty, longevity, flexibility,
feng shui and balance. ♦

Community

Volunteers needed for
spring planting at Chinese
Friendship Garden

Photo credit: Kent Larson

Need a good excuse to get out of the
house and enjoy some fresh air? The Minnesota China Friendship Garden Society will
be installing a temporary irrigation system
(May 15-16) and planting trees and shrubs
(May 15-16, 22-23) at the Whispering Willows and Flowing Waters Garden at Phalen
Regional Park in St. Paul this month.

Volunteer carpenters and
gardeners are needed!
Architectural elements
of Chinese gardens are designed to direct visitors’
attention to the natural elements within the gardens.
Key natural elements such
as Korean maples, white
pines, Princess Kay plums
and dwarf junipers will be
planted the weekend of May
22-23 at the Xiang Jiang
Pavilion. Carpenters are especially welcome weekend
of May 15-16 to help with irrigation system
installation.
Gardeners, if you are interested in getting your hands dirty for a couple of hours
on one of those days, please contact William
Zajicek at 763 913-4438 or
mcfgs@mnchinagarden.org. ♦

But the principle that fascinated me most
was poetry. That a garden should be guided
by poems, visually depicting images and
scenes from them, led me to study poetry. At
this point in my life, I can’t imagine where I

would rather be than help bring the budding
Garden of Whispering Willows & Flowing
Waters/Liu Ming Yuan into full bloom or
sitting in my own courtyard writing poetry. ♦

View from the writer's desk in the mosaic stone courtyard.

The writer’s “driveway project” evolved into a China Garden-inspired garden that serves as
a perfect backdrop for guzheng artist Annelise Carlson’s performance.
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“Empire of Silver: A New Community
Monetary History of China” Celebrating fully vaccinated
status
by Jin Xu
Reviewed by Peter Gordon, Asian Review of Books, April 3, 2021

Author: Jin Xu
Publisher: Yale University Press
Publication date: February 2021
Hardcover: 384 pages
Jin Xu is Shanghai-based senior
editor and chief financial commentator at the Financial Times Chinese.
She has been a visiting fellow at the
University of Tokyo and a Caijing
Fellow at Peking University.
Ming Tchou who recently received her second jab celebrated her fully vaccinated status.
For the first time in more than a year, Ming celebrated with some decades-old friends,
From left, David Fong, Ming, Serena and SteveTsui, and Helen Fong. Since everyone
present was fully vaccinated, they were able to get together for dim sum.

It is not unusual for journalists from
leading publications to turn their hand to
books, but it is less usual for such books to
have started off in Chinese. Jin Xu is senior
editor and chief financial commentator at
the Financial Times Chinese and her 2017
monetary history of China, “Empire of
Silver,” has just been released in English in
a translation from the well-regarded Stacy
Mosher.
This is no paean to China’s past glories
and the “silver” in Xu’s title is not meant
as a complement. Xu is looking to explain
what she calls on several occasions China’s
“backwardness” and while she may not lay
China’s millennium-long history of monetary mishaps culminating in the disastrous
delay in implementing a modern monetary
system entirely at silver’s door, silver was
always “a continuous but concealed thread.”
Do silver and backwardness have an
accidental and coincidental or a causal
relationship? Was silver a root cause of
China’s backwardness? Sorting through
the centuries-long history of silver, we
see that the fate of silver accompanies an
ancient empire’s struggles and entanglements, and that behind silver’s metamorphosis is not only dynastic change but
the rise and fall of civilizations. Fastening our gaze on silver gives us a glimpse
of China’s path to modernization.
Whether or not one is convinced that Xu
always has cause and effect the right way
around (history being complicated), “Empire of Silver” provides welcome clarity on
China’s monetary development, which was,
she points out, usually on a very different
trajectory than that of the West. It doesn’t
hurt that the subject itself is fascinating and
that Xu’s enthusiasm for it is infectious.
It’s not, as in many other things, that
China didn’t get there first. Paper money, unlike the other inventions for which China is
famous — from silk to gunpowder — is a social innovation, more like the Greek invention of democracy or the invention in what is
now Italy of what became modern banking.
Xu recounts a number of good practices,
such as expiration dates at which time the
old notes were replaced with new ones, and
shows the Chinese inching toward monetary
theory as early as the Song Dynasty as they
tried to keep metal and paper currency in

balance. But paper money, which could be
denominated in silver, copper cash or even
silk and could nominally be exchanged for
the underlying commodity, ended up being
over-issued and in practice often traded for
below face value, sometimes so much below
that it became in effect worthless. This happened several times over the centuries, and
the Ming Dynasty finally gave up on paper
money to standardize on silver.
What China didn’t have that the West
had had for millennia was “coinage.” For
some reason, the Chinese never minted
precious metal coins until the last years
of the Qing Dynasty. Copper (or, in some
times and places, iron) cash, which look like
coins, had so little value that the practical
unit was the “string.” Silver was always
metallic. Measured in taels, even that wasn’t
standardized; taels came in multiple weights
and purities. Transactions including weighing and assaying. A “virtual tael” — actually
multiple — was created to aid in accounting.
The exchange rate between silver and copper was variable; attempts to fix exchange
rates led to one pushing out the other. By
the early 20th century:
China used not only a mixture of silver
taels and various kinds of silver dollars,
but also copper cash and foreign currency, as well as paper currency issued
by foreign banks and “private notes”
from small private banks. Silver taels
included both virtual silver (xuyin) and
physical silver (shiyin), and physical
silver included baoyin (silver ingots,
yuanbao), zhongding (medium-sized
ingots), luozi (ovule ingots), xiaoluo,
fragmentary silver, and so on. Silver
ingots were also subdivided according
to their silver content in various regions,
such as Shanghai’s “2-7 baoyin and
Tianjin’s “white silver.” There were
reportedly more than 100 types of scales
for weighing physical silver during the
Beiyang era. Virtual silver also existed
in every form and description, including treasury silver, customs silver, and
tribute silver.
China didn’t even settle on a currency
until the 1930s when the tael was finally
replaced with the silver dollar.
Ming currency reforms required, among
other things, that all taxes be paid in silver,

rather than in kind. Silver, in short order,
became China’s money supply, but China
had little silver of its own. Supplies originally came from Japan, but were replaced in
the late 16th century by silver pouring out
of Spanish America, either directly via the
Manila Galleon, or indirectly via Europe.
Although trade was the vehicle, much was
in fact currency arbitrage: the silver to gold
exchange rate in Europe was several times
higher than in China.
China had in effect outsourced its money
supply. By the 18th century, China had
also outsourced its currency, as milled (and
hence standardized) Spanish reals and later
Mexican “eagle dollars” became the form
of choice. It was this Spanish/Mexican coin
that became the yuan (as well as, more a
century early, the U.S. dollar). The inflows
of silver made possible the tremendous
growth in the Chinese economy in this
period, accompanied by tremendous population growth; Xu notes that per capita income
hardly budged.
Xu refers to this situation as a lack of
“monetary sovereignty”: once the Chinese
economy depended on inflows of silver, it
was subject to financial and other developments overseas. A contraction in silver
supply a few decades into the 17th century
meant a lack of specie to pay the taxes
denominated in it. The Ming Dynasty fell
soon after.
The economy was prone to deflation
whenever the money supply contracted. Xu
goes so far as to call the “Opium Wars” the
“Silver Wars.” Whatever social problems
were caused by opium, Xu finds the economic problems caused by the outflow of
silver to be far worse.
The part of the book that deals with the
mid-19th on and covers global adoption of
the gold standard, bimetallism (a country
with coinages in two metals) and China’s
adoption of and adherence to the silver
standard might benefit by being read in
conjunction with William L Silber’s “The
Story of Silver,” which recounts the same
history from the U.S. end. The price of silver
plummeted through the first part of the 20th
century leading to both an export boom in
China (its currency being de facto devalued)
as well as inflation. When, to accommodate
U.S. mining interests during the Great

Depression, American President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt yanked up the silver
price, silver began to flow out of China
notwithstanding the Government’s attempt
to control and prohibit it. The result was
deflation and capital flight, greatly weakening China just as it was being threatened by
Japan. A parallel thread is China’s lack of a
banking system until the Republican period.
Xu is clearly well-read in Western
works, perhaps a bit too well-read, for the
Bible and “The Merchant of Venice” both
make not entirely relevant appearances.
Indeed, the book could have done with an
edit: it repeats itself and includes immaterial asides such as the Spanish reportedly
introducing the smallpox vaccine to China
or that HSBC was founded the same year as
the signing of Treaty of Appomattox. This is
a translation of course, the fluency of which
greatly aids in readability, but a little less
faithfulness to what one supposes was the
original might have resulted in a better book.
“Empire of Silver” is, title notwithstanding, about much more than silver: it is an
attempt to “view history through the perspective of money” and, more specifically,
“to provide a monetary history of China with
a global perspective.” In the process, Xu
covers paper money, cash and the relationship between them, government finance and
taxation and the rise of banking. She makes
constant reference to developments in the
West, which provide not just context, but
also both comparison and contrast. Since
silver was, at least by the late 16th century,
a global commodity and the vehicle through
which the global economy began to take
shape, “Empire of Silver” provides a muchneeded complement to other books which
tell the story from the other side. ♦

About the reviewer
Peter Gordon is editor of the Asian
Review of Books and co-author of “The
Silver Way: China, Spanish America
and the Birth of Globalisation, 15651815.”
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“Tales of Ming Courtesans”
by Alice Poon
Reviewed by David Chaffetz, Asian Review of Books, March 13, 2021

All set for a celebration

Author: Alice Poon
Publisher: Earnshaw Books
Publication date: June 2020
Softcover: 354 pages

Nothing brings people together like a celebration. And when the
celebration is in honor of something special, everyone will want to be there.

Alice Poon was born and raised in Hong Kong, She steeped herself in Chinese poetry and history, Jin Yong's martial arts novels and English literature
in her school days. This early immersion has inspired her creative writing
Always fascinated with iconic but unsung women in Chinese history and
legends, she cherishes a dream of bringing them to the page.
She is the author of "The Green Phoenix" and the bestselling and awardwinning nonfiction title "Land and the Ruling Class in Hong Kong." She
now lives in Vancouver, Canada and devotes her time to writing historical
Chinese fiction.

The Ming Dynasty ended in a slowmotion train wreck that inspired poetry,
opera and wistful memoirs. It also provided
a platform for remarkable women entertainers, the mingzi, to shine and even outshine
their male contemporaries, politicians,
literati and courtiers. Later observers admired the “manly” virtues of three heroines,
Chen Yuanyuan, Liu Rushi and Fragrant
Princess Li, their loyalty, their incorruptibility and their refinement, as well as their
incomparable beauty and musical talent. All
three met tragic ends in the collapse of the
dynasty, but continue to live in literature,
opera and cinema.
Alice Poon offers us a modern retelling
of their intertwined lives “Tales of Ming
Courtesans” has two objectives: to bring
these three women to life in a way that
seems credible and relevant to this generation, and to describe enough of the culture
of mid-17th-century China to help us appreciate what has been lost. It is a tightrope
act, which, aside from a few stumbles, Poon
negotiates from end to end without falling
off while providing an entertaining and
thought-provoking read.
Poon’s sketches her characters broadly
in line with their historical and literary models. Liu Rushi is a passionate rebel, Chen
Yuanyuan is more passive, while Fragrant
Princess Li is reserved but determined.
In Poon’s telling the three women come
together at a house of entertainment and
pledge sisterhood to one another, via an
exchange of tokens, in this case, embroidered handkerchiefs. Then through thick and
thin, with lovers pursuing them or pursued,
kidnapped by villains or humiliated by arrogant patrons, the women try to help one

another with moral support, timely loans of
money and other expediencies. They live in
a Dickensian world where life goes swimmingly one day and one falls into an abyss
the next day.
The three women all suffer from having been sold, as children, into houses of
entertainment registered as jianmin, the
outcast social category in Ming China, and
weighed down with a bond debt that only
the most successful entertainers could redeem. Poon’s book naturally dwells on this
unfair condition, but from a point of view
that seems provocatively contemporary,
not necessarily reflective of the attitudes of
Ming China.
How to situate the jianmin? Loutish
patrons in this book abuse the heroines
as prostitutes, and indeed that is what
the official categorization implied. Poon
emphasizes, correctly, that accomplished
female entertainers sought to avoid at all
costs a venal reputation. But Poon comes
across as too simplistic when she writes that
Madame Li “operates a profitable opera and
music salon and is the only salon owner in
Qinhuai whose girls are not forced to serve
patrons in bed.”
On the other hand, Poon shows greater
sensitivity about the complex institution of
pre-20th Chinese marriage. Not only did
wealthy families practice polygamy, they
also made distinctions between wives and
concubines. The fate of the mingji entering
a great household could span the gamut.
Literati Mao Xiang’s principal wife treated
Xiao Wang with great tact. Chen Yuanyuan,
on the other hand, is humiliated by the wives
of Wu Sangui.
With #metoo the 21st century needs to
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make an effort to understand how the mingji
saw themselves or how they appeared to
others. The Ming literati believed deeply in
the power of beauty and passion, but they
had less to say about women’s rights, or
indeed human rights. How much freedom
did anyone enjoy in 17th-century China with
its strict societal norms? Even the wealthy
playboys in Poon’s novels married brides
chosen by their parents. Poon’s heroines,
unlike most of the other characters, pursue
sentimental fulfilment. Is this a valid interpretation of the lives of the great mingji?
Show business is, generally speaking, no
business for sentimental people. A famous
anecdote involving the Anglo-Canadian
press magnate Lord Beaverbrook and an
American starlet goes like this:
LB: Madam, would you sleep with
me for one million dollars?
Actress: My goodness. Well, I’d
certainly think about it.
LB: Would you sleep with me for
five dollars?
Actress: Certainly not! What kind of
woman do you think I am?
LB: Madam, we’ve already established that. Now we are haggling
about the price.
In fact, the tell-all memoirs of Louise
Brooks’s life in Hollywood describes Beaverbrook shepherding a young starlet into a
hotel. “A few days later she told me she had
a contract at MGM,” wrote Brooks.
Money and the support of a powerful
man could offer a woman security, freedom,
and entry into any salon in Hollywood or
Hangzhou. It offered what many marriages
could not provide to an ambitious and talented woman. American screen actresses
and Ming mingji alike were prepared to

trade their favors to promote their careers.
This was a world away from ordinary prostitution, where the women were effectively
enslaved and doomed to a very short shelflife. This was the reality of the great women
entertainers of the Ming era, a reality that
Alice Poon touches on with very long kuaizi
chopsticks).
Portraying her characters as cynical
would have deprived them of interest for
many readers; so Poon’s modern rendering
of the three mingji is understandable. This
sacrifice of historical realism is offset by
Poon’s extensive recreation of the material life of the mingji. Their clothes, their
jewelry, how they cruised in their bright
painted boats on the West Lake of Hangzhou
or celebrated the lantern festival under the
canopy of candles swathed in silk, are all
vividly evoked. Poon’s description of what
the women cook for one another brings
saliva to one’s lips.
The three women’s story is engrossing
and needs to be told. Some readers look
to the recently published memoirs of Mao
Xiang (who appears in this book) and Yu
Huai for first-hand, non-fictionalized accounts of this period, but memoirs do not
always make reliable history. Who knows?
Maybe the Ming era mingji did talk and
think as Poon portrays them, in which
case,”Tales of the Ming Courtesans” might
indeed tell us what really happened. ♦
About the reviewer
David Chaffetz is the author of “Three
Asian Divas: Women, Art and Culture
in Shiraz, Delhi and Yangzhou” (Abbreviated Press, November 2019). He
is working on a new book about the
horse in Asian history.
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Food, art and the internet at the heart of
the anti-Asian hate movement
By Lauren Hugh, contributor; April 2021
My grandfather has once again given
me the platform of his paper to write to you,
dear readers. However, today the topic is
somewhat more serious. I’m sure I am not
the first person to tell you that we have a few
problems in our country. The most prevalent
issue being current racial divides.
I’ve generally never been one to speak
out on racial issues. My dad has always
said, you should never talk about politics or
religion at a party, it just starts arguments. I
assumed the same principal applied to race,
so therefore, I kept my mouth shut about it.
I also am aware that I have a certain
degree of privilege being a mixed ChineseAmerican. I didn’t know what race was
until I was about 12, so I generally never
let derogatory comments get in my way. I
brushed off the kids talking in “Asian accents” at school, or simply joined in out of
pure shock and fear of not knowing what
else to do in that situation.
Now I am older, and I would like to
think, wiser. Looking back on my childhood and upbringing, there were instances
of racism everywhere. Most were acts of
ingrained or subconscious racism, but that
still doesn’t make them excusable. However, today there is a much bigger issue.
The great pandora’s box of racism has been
opened. Acts of violent, physical abuse are
happening to Asian elders nationally and
internationally. And these hate crimes are
not isolated events.
The past several months have made me
feel helpless. I had been searching for a way
to help since the Stop Asian Hate movement
is so near and dear to my heart. Yet, with the

pandemic still ever-present, I wanted to find
a way to support the movement, in which I
could also limit my exposure. Since I have
a food blog, I follow a lot of food-related
accounts on Instagram and often get other
food accounts suggested to me on the app.
One day I came across Bakers for Change
(BFC). It is an account that organizes national bake sales to raise money for certain
timely charitable causes. At the time I discovered them, they were organizing a bake
sale for Asian Americans Advancing Justice
– ALC. Around the same time, I also came
across a protest photo of Jess Ng holding a
sign reading, “Love Our People Like U Love
Our Food.” That photo was the inspiration
for the giant egg tart I baked and auctioned
off for the BFC bake sale. The Instagram
Reel I made of the egg tart eventually went
viral generating 64k+ views. The auction
also raised $1,300 and the entire BFC bake
sale raised over $27,500 for the cause.
Due to the success of the egg tart, I was
included in an article in Hong Kong Tatler
along with other creatives using their art to
draw attention to the movement. I also de-

Egg tart

Enamel pins

cided, that since there was so much interest
in the egg tart and that only one person was
able to win, I wanted to make an enamel pin
version of the tart so everyone interested
could have a “piece” for themselves. I had
been following an account on Instagram
called baowowcorner for a while. The
page is run by enamel pin artist, Jen, a fellow Minnesotan and AAPI creative. I cold
reached out to her asking if she’d be willing
to collaborate with me on a pin version of
the tart for charity. She agreed and I can
easily say that I never would have been
able to do this without her. All of our profits
will be going towards the #StopAsianHate
GoFundMe. A limited number of tart pins
are still available and you can still pre-order
on her Etsy site. I did a similar cold reach
out to Beca McKay of becamckayart. Unbeknownst to me, Beca actually lives in the
UK and graciously collaborated with me
through our time differences to auction off

a digital print of the tart on my Instagram
page.
Beyond my baking endeavors, I am also
an actor. I recently created and virtually
premiered a solo piece for an apprenticeship
I was in at the Actor’s Theatre of Louisville
called “BEING A BANANA.” The piece
was also a commentary on the recent rise in
Asian hate crimes. It includes public news
footage of some of the incidents to paint
a clearer picture for viewers of what our
movement is actually in response to. The
theatre subsequently decided to censor my
piece through their streaming platform, but
the original uncut version can be found on
my YouTube channel.

Although it is clear there is much work
to be done, I feel fortunate to be able to
speak my truth through various media and
platforms. I hope that in doing so I can make
change in my little corner of the internet and
beyond. Because at the very base of it all,
we’re all human. ♦

Speaking out against hate and racism
By Chen ZHOU, contributor

I want tell you about my friend Ni.
Years ago, she got a note that read “Go
back to your country, we don’t want you.”
And, to this day, she still has the note. It is
a reminder that she has never felt accepted
by this country.
I want to tell you about my daughter.
Recently, she was called a “chink” on her
way home. She was shocked and angered.
What did she do to deserve that? Why so
much hate? Why?
I want to tell you about my Hmong
friend. He got beaten up because people
thought he was the cause of the so-called
“China virus.” He was born and raised in
Minnesota. He’s never been to China. But it
does not matter. They took their frustration

and fear out on him.
Nationally, in the past
few months, we had:
• Visha, 84-year-old
Thai gentleman who was
pushed and killed on the
street of San Francisco
• Ngoc Pham, an 83-yearold Vietnamese man who
was attacked in a farmers
market (where?)
• Xie Xiao Zhen, a
75-year-old Chinese
woman who was punched
in the face in San Francisco’s Chinatown
What would you do if your grandmother
was punched in the face? What would you
do your father was attacked in the farmers
market? What would you do if your grandfather got pushed and killed on the street?
Would you tolerate that? Would you ask for
justice? Would you stand up and demand a
better America?
Just when we thought that was the worst,
Atlanta happened. Eight innocent lives
were lost, six of which were Asian women.
I want to honor them by speaking all eight
names out loud. They are: Delaina Yaun,
Paul Michels, Xiaojie Tan, Daoyou Feng,
Soon Chung Park, Hyun Jung Grant, Sun
Cha Kim and Yong Ae Yue.

These are not just names, they were
somebody’s father or mother, they were
somebody’s husband or wife, and they
were somebody’s son or daughter. They
were somebody’s family member. They
died too young. They deserve better. THEY.
DESERVE. BETTER.
In the Chinese language, Asian American is known as ”yayi.” It sounds exactly
like another term in Chinese, “yayi,” which
means “silent race.” We, Asians, have been
too quiet, too silent, for too long. Now it’s
time to speak up. America needs to hear us,
and America needs to listen.
We are not the cause of the virus. We
are not your punching bags. Our women are
not somebody’s fantasy. Our grandparents
should not be pushed and left to die on the
street. We are not to be terrorized and killed
when somebody is having a bad day.
We are known as the model minority.
Well, this is our new model: if you give us
a note and tell us to “go back to your country,” we are not going to carry it in silence.
Instead, we are going to tell you this IS our
country, and it is a free country. If you don’t
like it, YOU are free to leave. And excuse
my language; we really don't want your
racist ass anyhow.
If you call us Chink, if you call us the
China virus, we will push back. We will not
be living in fear. We will not tolerate racism.

We will not tolerate misogyny. We will not
tolerate hatred. We will stand up and we
will speak up.
We need to stop this violence; we must
stop Asian hate. What we will do is we
will listen to each other, love each other,
and work together for that is what makes
America beautiful. This is the land of the
free and home of the brave. And we all need
to be brave, and we are.
So, let me ask you: all of you, are you
ready? Will you stand up? Will you speak
up? Will you fight against injustice? Will
you fight against racism? Will you fight
against misogyny? Will you fight against
hatred?
I ask all of us to heed the wisdom of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.: Racism anywhere
threatens freedom everywhere.
We are all Americans. This is our country and it belongs to all of us. May god bless
America. ♦
Chen ZHOU is community activist,
a small business owner, a father and an
Asian-American Minnesotan. He is the vice
president of the Minnesota China Friendship Garden Society.
He was invited to speak at the Stop Asian
Hate rally at the St. Paul capitol on March
2 8by the Chinese Community Center. This
is an abbreviated version of that speech
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